Hardware and software faults increasingly surface in today's computing environment and vast theoretical and practical research efforts are being devoted to overcoming the effects of malfunctionality in the computing process. Most research to date, however, has focused on how to discover and handle faulty data. We initiate a formal study of faulty functionality in a modern multicore shared-memory environment. We introduce a model of functional faults, and study avenues that allow tolerating functional faults while maintaining the correctness of the entire computation. We demonstrate the generality of this model by constructing a robust consensus protocol from functionally-faulty compare-and-swap objects. Additionally, We formally prove (tight) impossibility result for the same constructions.
Introduction
As computing environments strive to achieve higher concurrency, record performance, and low energy, hardware faults become more observable on high-end platforms, as well as on older worn-out platforms. Making computation robust in the presence of hardware and software faults has attracted a vast amount of theoretical and applied research [2, 4, 5, 12, 13] . Most existing studies focus on failing processes and memory faults. In the parallel and distributed computing domain, the literature offers numerous designs for robust parallel and distributed systems that can tolerate the failure of one or more executing processes. For example, in a shared memory environment, a crash of a process holding a lock can prevent Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for thirdparty components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). PPoPP '20, February 22-26, 2020, San Diego, CA, USA © 2020 Copyright held by the owner/author(s). ACM ISBN 978-1-4503-6818-6/20/02. https://doi.org/10.1145/3332466.3374539 all other processes from acquiring that lock and completing their tasks. A common way to deal with this type of crash failure is the design of wait-free implementations [6, 10, 11] , guaranteeing that each process completes its execution, regardless of the behavior of other processes.
Memory data faults occur when data in the memory gets corrupted during computation, and further reading of its content is either impossible or yields incorrect results. One way of dealing with memory corruption is the application of error correcting codes [9] . Other approaches for dealing with data corruption for specific tasks were proposed in the seminal papers of Jayanti et al. [7] and Afek et al. [1] .
In the present work, we initiate a study of functional faults. A functional fault happens when a function is computed and its returned output is incorrect. We propose a fine-grained consideration of functions, allowing us to argue about how they fail. When a function result is incorrect, it is not necessarily arbitrary. Sometimes errors can manifest themselves in a more structured manner. More formally, if the preconditions of a function are satisfied on entry to its computation, the result of the function computation is incorrect if it does not satisfy its postconditions. A faulty computation of a function can be erroneous and still satisfy differently structured postconditions. If the functional fault is arbitrary, adhering to no postcondition, then we simply return to the data fault model, because arbitrary functional faults are equivalent to an arbitrary corruption of the data that the function returns. Interestingly, when a faulty function is known to produce a structured error, then robustness may sometimes be obtained using more sophisticated techniques.
A Case Study
We exmplify an application by achieving consensus from faulty CAS operations. The consensus problem is central to both theory and practice. Consensus has been widely used in practice, e.g., for blockchain and reliable distributed storage [3] . From a theoretical standpoint, consensus has been shown by Herlihy [6] to be universal, in the sense that it can be used to implement any wait-free object. Because of its universality, the consensus problem has often been the focus of study for universal constructions of reliable objects in the presence of process failures (e.g., [8] ) and memory data faults [1, 7] .
We consider the (widely used) compare-and-swap (CAS) object (with faulty CAS operations) for the case study. We look at a specific fault, denoted the overriding fault as the main functional fault example. When no faults occur, it is known that a consensus operation can be obtained from a single CAS object [6] .
The way we overcome functional faults is by composing several CAS objects, some of which may be faulty, in a welldesigned algorithmic manner, in order to achieve a reliable consensus object that can tolerate faults. This is a standard avenue, also used to handle other types of faults. Examples of such constructions in the data fault model are presented both in [1] and [7] , along with some impossibility results.
Given an upper bound f on the total number of faulty base objects, the question is how many base objects are needed overall in order to construct a reliable compound object?
The reliability of the construction depends on the overall number of CAS objects used, how many of them might be faulty, whether faulty objects err a bounded or an unbounded number of times, and on the number of participating processes. We show the following results for building consensus using faulty overriding CAS objects. For a system with two processes, there is a simple reliable construction that uses a single (possibly faulty) CAS object that can err an unbounded number of times. Next, we look at consensus with more than two processes. If the number of faults per object is unbounded and with at most f CAS objects being faulty during the computation, one can implement a reliable consensus object using f + 1 CAS objects. Moreover, in this case, we formally prove that consensus is not achievable with f (or fewer) objects. Otherwise, with a bounded number of faults per faulty CAS object, and at most f faulty objects, one can implement a consensus protocol using only f CAS objects (all may be faulty) when the number of processes is at most f + 1. For more than f + 1 processes, however, we prove that at least f + 1 objects are needed (as in the unbounded case).
In [6] , Herlihy also presented the consensus hierarchy that associates a consensus number with a wait-free object. The consensus number is the maximum number of processes that can participate in a consensus protocol, using this object. The consensus number of a (non-faulty) CAS object is ∞. As mentioned above, this is not the consensus number of a CAS object with an overriding fault. This demonstrates the richness of the consensus hierarchy. We show that, for each level in the consensus hierarchy, there is a faulty CAS object that is contained in it, but not in any upper level of the hierarchy.
Conclusions and Future Work
In our work, we have initiated a study of functional faults, in which the outcome of the function does not satisfy its specification, but that does follow some structured specifications. We have presented and formalized functional faults as a means to study structured errors in function computation. We demonstrated this concept with a specific natural functional fault of the important compare-and-swap synchronization primitive. We have shown constructions and impossibilities in the presence of this fault.
It would be interesting to examine other widely used functions with natural faults and understand whether they can be overcome with clever constructions. A very interesting question is whether a way can be found to categorize, in general, which faults can be overcome and which are too harsh to handle. Many other questions remain. Can resources be saved by reusing these constructions? How do general faults affect the consensus hierarchy? Similarly to [7] , it would also be interesting to define severity levels of faults in the functional fault model, and then study the possibility of their graceful degradation (see [7] ) in the functional fault model.
